
WRITING ALPHABET LETTERS LESSON PLAN

Trace that letter! Choose a letter of the day, and have your students practice tracing the letter. Your students will
practice identifying and writing.

And what is this? Other clusters include: sh, th, ch, st, oo, ee, ou. Guided Practice Give each student a copy of
the worksheet. A collection of quick ideas to use for teaching about the alphabet. If a students catches a letter
that does not match their "letter worm", tell them to "throw it back" and try again. Introduction 10 minutes
Have students come together as a group. Prepare flashcards of each letter of the alphabet. Hold it up: Give out
all the letter flashcards to students. Independent working time 20 minutes Pass out one of the letter cards from
the previous section to each student along with a blank piece of paper. For example the letter D could be given
a hat, badge, and face. Variation: to make it a little more difficult turn each letter flashcard upside down. The
teacher and the students can then use their magic fingers to trace the letter on all sorts of fun places. If the
cards match, then the student keeps the cards. After the song, ask your students some comprehension
questions. Walk around the room and monitor the students as they work. Great suggestions include: What
letter does the word frog begin with? Draw or place alphabet letter magnets on the board and say that you're
trying to find a letter with a certain shape. When printing letters, get students to call out each letter as they
write it. For example, choose the letter A. Technology Integration Use a document camera to show the letters
students make using the play dough. Sing Five Little Speckled Frogs with the class, and ensure that each time
a frog jumps into the pond, one of the five student volunteers acts this out. Review and closing 5 minutes Tell
the students that they did a great job at noting the features of print letters today. Review and closing 5 minutes
After all the students are done, collect all the worksheets. This leads to some good discussions. Alphabet
Lineup- The students will be able to put the letters of the alphabet in the correct order. Which set of standards
are you looking for? Place the letter flashcards you have taught so far on the board and point to each letter as it
is sung. In this activity the teacher will present a letter and sound by using common grocery store items. Take
different colored construction paper, trace a plate on 27 sheets the cut them out. Look around the room. Teach
your class the lyrics to Five Little Speckled Frogs, using the printout. Mix all the letters up and put in a pile
â€” one pile per group. I have the children draw atleast 3 things that start with each letter in their name. As
you go through each page, point to the letter and pictures and ask your students what they are, for example:
Teacher: reading from page 2 What are these letters? Students take turns in turning over 2 cards saying the
letters aloud. As they form the letter, display their work using the camera. We have letter cluster worksheets
for your students to do. Model drawing a picture underneath a letter that shares the sound. Letter Recognition
and Writing - Understanding letter sounds helps young children with beginning reading and writing skills.


